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MBS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

SECTOR-11, DWARKA 

 SESSION - 2019-20 

PRACTICE PAPER 

CLASS - III  

SUBJECT – EVS  

Name:                                                                                                                               Section: 

Roll No.-                                                                                                                           Date:                                                                                                                                       

General Instructions: 

 Read all the questions carefully. 

 Write neatly and legibly. 

 Attempt all parts of the question together. 

 Marks for each question are indicated against it. 
 

 

1. Tick the correct answer 

a. A ______________ needs no fuel to run. 

      i. bus                                         ii. metro train                     iii. bicycle  

b Early man travelled to look for ___________________ 

      i. animals                                    ii. new friends                  iii. food and water  

c. Mode of communication you would use to see your parents in a different 

       city while talking to them. 

      i. video call                               ii. radio                                iii. newspaper  

d. The ___________ is a tool used by Gandhi ji to spin cotton fibre into yarn. 

      i. charkha                                   ii.  top                                 iii.  loom 

 e.  A ________________ is an important or well-known building, place or thing 

      that one can easily identify. 

     i. landmark                                ii. maps                              iii. neighbourhood 

f. People can see news on the ______________. 

      i. television                               ii. radio                                iii.  newspaper 

g. ____________ protect us from the heat, cold and rain. 

      i. clothes                                   ii.  books                               iii.  friends 

h. Sometimes people are in places where helicopters cannot land. In such 

situations, food and medicines are dropped through 

       i. kite                                        ii. parachutes                         iii. balloons 

i.Flat slab of clay  is suitable for making ______________ 

i. large pots                              ii. chains                                iii. Clothes 
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j. Skirts, trousers, jeans, frocks and hats are items of _____________. 

         i. Indian clothing                  ii. western clothing             iii. village clothing  

2. Write true or false.  

a. A map is any flat drawing on a paper.            _______________ 

b. A globe is a map of the earth on a sphere              _______________ 

c. Only stitched clothes can be worn.                  _______________ 

d. Pashmina shawl from Punjab are very popular.             _______________ 

e. Porcelain is pottery made with stone.                        _______________ 

5 

 

 

 

3. Fill in the blanks 

a. It is important to know the ____________ to the places you often visit. 

b. The _____________ is a train without wheels. 

c. A _____________ needs no fuel to run. 

d. People select the mode of travel depending on the ____________ and 

____________ 

e. A _____________ and a ___________ can be worn in different ways. 

7 

4. Give two examples 

 

a. Public vehicles                                        _______________, ________________ 

b. Private vehicles                                        ______________, _________________ 

c. Methods of dyeing                                     _____________, _________________ 

d. Methods of making textiles                     ______________, _________________ 

 

8 

5. Complete the given table 

 

 

Fabric Made from Most common use 

Cotton   

Silk   

Wool   

6 
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6. Observe the map and the answer the questions.                                         

 

 
 

1. Write any one metro station that is to the south of Vidhan Sabha. 

Ans. _________________________ 

2. Write the metro station that lies to the west of Tiz Hazari. 

Ans. _________________________ 

3. Name the metro station that lies to the north of New Delhi. 

Ans. _________________________ 

4. Name the metro station that lies to the east of Jhilmil. 

Ans. _________________________ 

5. If you travel towards south from Chawri Bazar, which station will come first? 

            Ans. _________________________ 

 

5 

7. Define the following 

a. communication : _________________________________________________ 

b.  cartography: ____________________________________________________ 

c.  SMS : __________________________________________________________ 

d.  potter: ______________________________________________________ 

4 
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8. Write short answers  

a. How is a power loom different from a handloom? 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

b. Name two land transport vehicles used to cover short distances. 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

c. Which is the faster way to send a message- letter or email? Why? 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

  

 

6 

9. Answer the following questions 

 

 

a.        What is the difference between a plan and a sketch? 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

b. What are the three different means of transport? Also give examples. 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 
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____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

c. Name any three pottery items and give their uses. 

 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


